Mine Action Yemen
Reported security incidents overlay, 29 January 2019
al Hudaydah
Threats

- Landmines (all types plus Improvised Landmines)
- UXO (areas of conflict and ubiquitous cluster-munitions)
- AXO
- IED (pictures courtesy of Conflict Armament Research)
- Stockpiles (often dispersed)
Houthi manufactured A-V mines

Batch identifiers indicating the scale of production
IED sea mine
590mm across
Crush-wires
covered with Iranian manufactured heat-shrink plastic
Improvised pressure-plates
Synthetic rock housing

PIR activated off-route mine
Transmitter components
Manufacturers’ markings removed but with Iranian components
PPM-2

Ubiquitous. Never part of Yemen’s original stockpiles prior to declared destruction under obligations of the APMBC
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